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were " *, And the resources of the navy were not always
equal to the task of providing convoys without which the
colliers were at the mercy of the enemy men-of-war 2. ** Our
want of mariners ", said a writer in 1700, " enough at once
to man our navy and colliers, cost London and the de-
pendencies upon the River Thames (during the late war)
above £700,000 only in the price of coals " 3. In the circum-
stances it was natural to conclude that " the colliers have
had always the best trade in time of war " *. All these
various factors exerted an influence on the price of coal, but
it is not surprising that consumers failed to distinguish be-
tween an advance due to general economic causes and the
fluctuations produced by agreements on the part of trade
combinations.
(VII)
iron
The iron industry occupied a prominent place in the Branches
national economy: among the industries of the country it °
ranked high in importance 5.    It had two main branches,
one concerned with the production of pig and bar iron, and
the other with the manufacture of iron wares.    The develop-
ment of the two branches was signally contrasted.    The
former employed charcoal, and its progress was retarded by
a shortage of supplies.   The latter used coal6, which existed
1 Hist. MSS. Comtn. Egmont, ii. 28.    See infra, Appendix, p. 493, No. x.
* In 1667 a coal fleet of 200 sail found itself confronted by a man-of-war
of 50 guns off Scarborough : Hist. MSS. Comm. Le Fleming, 45.
3 Puckle, England's Path to Wealth and Honour (1700), 24. Examples
of the provision of convoys are : House of Lords Journals, iii. 547 (1626);
Hist. MSS. Comm. Cowper, L 379 (1629) ; State Papers Domestic, 1629-
1631, p. 222; ibid. 1652-1653, p. 559; ibid. 1655-1656, p. 280; Hist. MSS.
Comm. Le Fleming, 93 (1672) ; The Autobiography of William Stout of
Lancaster (ed. 1851), 35 (c. 1691). For the estimated cost of a convoy in
1630, see Remembrancia of the City of London, 86. (The seamen were paid
22s. a month.) Also see infrat p. 194.
*	State  Papers   Domestic,  1671-1672,  p. 474.     Defoe  proposed  an
insurance scheme, * the assurers to find the necessary convoys ' :  House
of Lords MSS. 1704-1706, p. 226.
5 Yarranton made the exaggerated claim that the iron works were of
the same value as the woollen manufacture and employed ' near as many
people ' : England's Improvement (1677), 56. Eighteenth-century petitions
claimed that the iron industry was the second industry in the numbers
employed, maintaining 200,000 people : House of Commons Journals, xix.
118 ; xxii. 772.
*	House of Commons Journals, xxiii. no.

